Inflatable structure is an attractive candidate as ultra-light space structures with high packaging efficiency. They consist of flexible membrane and some components for the deployment. For such pneumatic structure with membrane, the damage of the membrane caused by space debris is one of serious problems for the utilization in space. To solve the problem, multi-cellular inflatable structures are proposed. Inflatable structures composed of multi-cells are robust against the damage of membrane. In this paper, a new type of inflatable cylinder which is composed of sealed multi-cells was investigated. Because deployment of the structure can be driven by the gas pressure of the sealed multi-cells, no complex components such as gas tanks and electric valves are required for the deployment. The fundamental characteristics of the deployment are investigated experimentally. As a result, it is shown that the inflatable cylinder composed of sealed multi-cells can achieve the deployment with simple hold-release mechanism even though some cells are damaged. Furthermore, by applying with inner bellows and outside constraint wires, the deployment sequence can be controlled and almost straight deployment can be realized.
Introduction
Inflatable structure is a promising candidate as ultra-light and large space structures with high packaging efficiency. However, the damage of membrane caused by space debris is one of the most serious problems for the utilization in space. According to "Technical Report on Space Debris 1999" 1) , the possibility of collision with space debris of over 0.1 mm in diameter is approximately 10 times/(year ⋅ m 2 ) at an altitude of 500km. Therefore, the membrane of large inflatable structures might be broken by space debris even during deployment.
To avoid the problem, we proposed multi-cellular inflatable space structures (Fig. 1.) 2, 3) . Due to the redundancy, the multi-cellular inflatable space structures are expected to maintain a degree of rigidity even if a number of cells are damaged. Here, damaged cell means a state where membrane of the cell is damaged by space debris and the inner pressure of the cell becomes zero. We evaluated in-plane stiffness of multi-cellular inflatable structures with damaged cells and showed their robustness through numerical analysis. The stiffness came from the pressure variation caused by deformation of the cell. Although the multi-cellular inflatable structures are expected to be effective for the damages of membrane, the methods of manufacturing and deployment of the structure have not been investigated sufficiently in previous studies. As the number of cells increases, it becomes more difficult to deploy multi-cells by the introduction of the gas from a tank. Although deployment system via material sublimation 4) seems to be hopeful for multi-cells, not only temperature, but also initial amount of sublimation material sealed in each cell need to be strictly controlled. In table 1, the deployment methods which could be applied to multi-cellular inflatable structures are summarized. Electric valves, a number of pipes and gas tanks are required.
Material sublimation
In each cell, sublimation material is set. Cells are inflated by the gas generated through phase change of the material.
There is no movable part. Additional mechanical parts are not required.
Strict temperature control is required. Active control of the deployment speed and inner pressure is difficult.
Chemical reaction
Gas generated through chemical reaction is used to inflate the structure. Additional mechanical parts are not required.
The amount of generated gas and heat generated by the reaction should be managed. Active control of the deployment speed and inner pressure is difficult.
Sealed multi-cells
Multi-cells are deployed in space by the inner pressure of sealed gas.
Complex mechanical parts are not required.
Active control of the deployment speed and inner pressure is difficult.
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In this paper, we carry out the deployment experiments of the inflatable structures which composed of sealed multi-cells. The sealed multi-cells indicate cells where gas is sealed a priori as shown in Fig. 2 ., for example bubble wrap. Such a type of multi-cells can be manufactured easily. Furthermore, it could be deployed without special inflation systems by combining the hold-release mechanism. On the ground (in an atmospheric pressure), sealed multi-cells are compressed and stowed by hold-release mechanism. In space (in a vacuum), they are deployed by the release of hold-release mechanism. ) and some parameters (gap length, height and diameter of cells as shown in Fig. 2.) . In this paper, we investigate an inflatable cylinder composed of simple multi-cells which have single layer of cylindrical cells with two sheets of membranes ( Fig. 3(a) .). This type of multi-cells has gaps between cells and it is flexible in an atmospheric pressure. Therefore, the sealed multi-cells are expected to be packed easily in an atmospheric pressure. On the other hand, in a vacuum, the cells inflate due to the pressure difference between inside and outside of the cells, so that the gaps are filled up (Fig. 4.) . Therefore, the layer of multi-cells can maintain more rigidity in a vacuum than in an atmospheric pressure. 
Deployment Experiments
Basic experimental model
To evaluate the deployment characteristics of the inflatable cylinder, deployment experiments are carried out in a vacuum chamber. The inflatable cylinder is stowed in a hold-release mechanism (Fig. 6 .) rolled spirally in an atmospheric pressure. The hold-release mechanism is a pseudo-cylinder which can separate into three parts. The bottom of each part is connected with a base plate by hinges with springs. When a cable tie at the top is burned off by a nichrome wire, the hold-release mechanism opens so that the inside inflatable cylinder is released and deployed. Deployment behavior is recorded on digital videotapes. Then, x,y coordinates of measured point respect to the reference point (Fig. 5.) are calculated through image analysis of the recorded data. Due to the limit of resolution of the camera, calculated x,y coordinates include about 5% errors. From the time series of x,y coordinates, following deployment ratio and winding ratio are calculated and used to evaluate the deployment behavior. Please note that deployment ratio is not zero at the stowed configuration although it becomes one at the fully deployed configuration. 2 2 deployment ratio = cylinder length at the fully deployed configuration
(winding ratio) = cylinder length at the fully deployed configuration At first, deployment behavior depending on the outer pressure was investigated. Fig. 7 . shows the deployment behavior of original model in a vacuum, and Fig. 8 . shows the behavior in an atmospheric pressure. The result of Fig. 7 . shows that the deployment was accomplished within about 1 second in a vacuum untying the spiral of the cylinder. On the other hand, in an atmospheric pressure (Fig. 8.) , the deployment did not progress for 10 seconds after the release so that the deployment ended in failure. (Fig. 9.) . Therefore, it is shown that the inflatable cylinder composed of sealed multi-cells can deploy even if 20 % cells are damaged. On the other hand, when 40 % cells are damaged, the deployment ratio remains less than 0.7 after considerable duration. Furthermore, when 80 % cells are damaged, the time histories of deployment ratio are similar with the case in an atmospheric pressure.
From the result shown in Fig. 10 ., it is shown that there is no distinct correlation between the number of damaged cells and winding ratio. Even original model wound about 0.2 to the orthogonal direction against deployment direction. To suppress the winding, some modifications are tried in the following sub-sections. 
Modified models
Two additional elements are applied to suppress the winding during deployment; inner bellows and constraint wires. Combining the elements, the deployment behaviors of five modified models (table 3) are investigated for inflatable cylinders of type A2. The effect of inner bellows to the traditional inflatable tube has been investigated experimentally by Furuya et al 5) . It was reported that straightness of the deployment could be improved by adding such inner bellows. As the folding pattern of the inner bellows, pentalpha pattern is applied because it has an excellent characteristic for the straight deployment 6) . Two types of inner bellows are used; paper and PET (Fig. 11. ). Constraint wires are used to control the deployment sequence. 3 wires are equipped to inside (Fig. 12.) or outside (Fig. 13.) of the inflatable cylinder. Pre-winded up wires are released by a motor for the deployment. The rotational speed of the motor could control the speed of deployment. Figs. 14-16 . show the result of deployment experiments for models B1-B3. Except for model B1, deployment experiments were carried out after the release of hold-release mechanism. Although the results show the constraint wires can control the deployment sequence, the winding of the inflatable cylinder can not be suppressed in these models. The reason why the winding of the inflatable cylinder can not be suppressed is discussed in the following. To simplify the problem, please consider the two dimensional case with two constraint wires which are attached at the inside of the cylinder as shown in Fig. 17 . If the cylinder winds clockwise slightly as shown in Fig. 17b , the tension of wire B exceeds that of wire A because the path length of wire B is longer than that of wire A. As a result, clockwise bending moment caused by the wires increases further. In this configuration of constraint wires, wires' tension works as positive feedback to the bending. On the other hand, constraint wires at the held released wire release started 30sec wire release finished in an atmospheric pressure in a vacuum wire release started 12sec wire release finished in an atmospheric pressure in a vacuum wire release started 12sec wire release finished outside of the cylinder (Fig. 13. ) are expected to generate restoring moment when the cylinder winds. In the outside configuration, if the cylinder winds clockwise as shown in Fig.  18b , the tension of wire A exceeds that of wire B because the path length of wire A is longer than that of wire B. As a result, restoring moment would be caused by the wires' tension so that the winding of cylinder could be suppressed. . shows a result of model B4. Without inner bellows, the constraint wires can not maintain the stowed configuration of inflatable cylinder in a vacuum. Therefore, the deployment experiment of model B5 which has inner bellows to improve the constraint at the stowed configuration is carried out. From the Fig. 20 ., it is shown that inflatable cylinder with inner bellows and outside constraint wires can maintain the stowed configuration in a vacuum. Furthermore, the winding ratio of model B5 are kept within 0.04 (Fig. 21.) and almost straight deployment is realized. 
Results of deployment experiments for modified models
Conclusion
New type of multi-cellular inflatable structure which consists of sealed multi-cells was proposed. Through the deployment experiments, it is shown that the inflatable cylinder composed of sealed multi-cells can achieve the deployment with simple hold-release mechanism even if 20% cells are damaged. Furthermore, by applying inner bellows and outside constraint wires, the deployment sequence can be controlled and almost straight deployment can be realized.
In this study, only inflatable cylinder was investigated. In future works, we will clarify the deploying characteristics of other configuration such as plate, sphere and so on. Furthermore, comprehensive studies should be carried out to evaluate the effect of various parameters of sealed multi-cells such as cell size, shape, numbers, and arrays.
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